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This article is a picture article. I compare plasmoid tracks in various experiments (most from the
field of transmutation and cold fusion or Ken Shoulder’s plasmoid research) with craters and
structures on planets and on moons and meteorological and geological plasmoid phenomena.
The same kinds of effects and tracks of ball lightninglike phenomena in the atmosphere are also
present with microscopic plasmoids and anomalous transmutation experiments of Matsumoto,
Shoulders, Miley, many Russian researchers including Urutskoev, Savvatimova and Adamenko,
and the recently published results of Marc LeClair. I compare the plasmoid marks and explain
them and the various anomalies simply by the plasmoid concept.
I am enthusiastic about the Electric Universe site. The researchers carried on investigation of
planetary and space structures from a plasmoid perspective and continued the work of Alfven
and Peratt based on the concept of plasmoids of W. Bostick. Ken Shoulders continued
researching plasmoids experimentally from where Bostick left off, and he extended the
experimental knowledge beyond Bostick very far. By many experiments, he discovered many
things about their behavior that confounds people who think according to QM and Relativity
theory so that they are not able to understand him. His experimental results match what I
thought about the behavior of micro ball lightning in transmutation experiments in 1992 before I
read about his work, and I thought his experimental result confirms the theory about micro ball
lightning I had then.
He died in the summer of 2013 little heeded by anyone but me and Matsumoto as far as I can
see. But about 30 of his articles are still online and available for download on his website. I
suggest people download them before they are taken down. His articles might be hard for you to
understand. But they actually do make a lot of sense and are profound. What he wrote is quite
clear to me. He made up his own terminology to explain the real phenomena he discovered in
experimental plasmoids, and I highly recommend those articles for people pursuing
understanding of the Electric Universe. I call it the plasmoid paradigm.
Research on space plasmoids and modeling must proceed from the real anomalous (from the
20th century perspective) behaviors of plasmoids as researched by Shoulders, Matsumoto and
me and not only from the conventional perspective of Bostick and those of his generation 40 or
50 years ago. I agreed with almost everything Ken Shoulders wrote about though I came to my
understanding of plasmoids from reading about ball lightning anomalies and ball lightning
research, my own personal experience with tiny ball lightning during childhood, a sort of vision,

and the early transmutation experiments of around 1990. The basic ideas explained here were
developed in early 1992 before I read anything about Shoulders’ plasmoid research. I only saw
his experimental results as experimental confirmations of my conception of the essence and
behavior of ball lightning and micro ball lightning though I did learn a lot about their specific
properties and activities by reading his articles and communicating with him. What both
meteorological (macroscopic) ball lightning and microscopic ball lightning plasmoids show is the
startlingly anomalous but simple idea that electricity densely clumps. This is actually one of the
basic ideas of the new plasmoid paradigm(1).
For people who don’t know who Shoulders is or what his research was all about, he described in
his own writings how he came to an interest in the study of Bostick’s plasmoids, and he said that
they collaborated. He also describes that he convinced Bostick that the plasmoids Bostick
studied were composed of smaller highly anomalous objects that Shoulders called by various
names over the years including EV and EVO. If you don’t know who Takaaki Matsumoto is
except from reading my articles, I suggest read his 10 or so articles and letters to the editor in
Fusion Technology from 1989 to about 1999 and his articles in ball lightning conference
proceedings from about 1996 to about 2003. In this article, I often discuss and compare his
results with those of others and planetary pictures because his method of production of the
plasmoids is clear to me and his marks and traces are so strikingly clear, and they were usually
found outside his cells so it is difficult to ascribe the marks as due to something other than ball
lightninglike micro plasmoids. I introduced the concept of micro ball lightning to him in early
1992. He told me that he never heard of ball lightning before I wrote him and sent him early
articles.
The planetary pictures in this article and even some of the section heading names were taken
from picture articles by Michael Goodspeed(2)(3). His articles are well written, insightful and
simple to understand, and he classified various anomalous kinds of craters and markings well. I
matched those planetary pictures with pictures of microscopic craters, trenches and other
features on electrodes or the parts of various transmutation experiments including nuclear
emulsions or films set as detectors outside the experiments. In Urutskoev's case, meters away.
If you are wondering what micro ball lightning (micrometer size ball lightning) looks like, here’s
the best picture I know about. By Ken Shoulders:

Figure 1: The plasmoid is the blob at the bottom. It is moving away from the source and leaving
behind a visible trail. The source is the upper blob. The aura or halo is due to the shedding of
electrons. So it is fuzzy. (4)
I don’t know what speed this was travelling. But previous authors have described such objects
as moving at a significant fraction of the speed of light. Shoulders had to devise a high speed
camera to snap this picture taken in the mid to late 1980s, but camera technology has improved
significantly since then as shown by Warner’s ultrafast cameras that shows ball lightning
leading lightning bolts as described in this article. This is just what Shoulders explained that
the micro plasmoids did in his experiments  that is, that they actually led the electrical spark
(mini lightning bolt). The ball lightning lightning bolt pictures of Warner look much like this picture,
even with the tail following. However, ball lightning doesn’t always travel super fast as in this
picture. Sometimes they are quite slow or stationary. That is how we have seen them. Stationary
ball lightning may suddenly accelerate, and fast moving ball lightning may suddenly stop or turn
even at sharp angles as seen in these pictures. It would be great if someone could take pictures
of these objects with the most advanced modern cameras. I don’t think these were available to
Ken Shoulders. Perhaps we could see more detail and structures instead of just a blob.
Ken Shoulders didn’t find evidence that these objects are vortices. In general, as I am aware, he
didn’t state how he thought these objects were structured. I came to a similar conclusion
studying ball lightning, but as shown in this article and the other article I published on this site a
year ago(5), there is evidence that both ball lightning in nature and micro ball lightning in
experiments can develop or cause vorticity of atoms of the air, water, and surrounding objects
for the case of macroscopic ball lighting associated with a whirlwind effect or converting to a
tornado. In the same way, micro plasmoids may also cause atoms to rotate as shown by vortex
markings reported by Matsumoto and Numata. This is seen in spiral markings in materials in the
transmutation field.
I had wondered about giant plasmoids in space or the atmosphere in 1992, but none of the
books or articles I read ever talked about them. I wondered if UFOs might be plasmoids. Then I

read a book by Egon Bach called UFOs from the Volcanoes in the early or middle 1990s(6). It
should be read by everyone interested in this subject and UFOs. Lately on the internet, a lot of
videos of big balls of light circling, being emitted from, and entering volcanoes have been put
online on Youtube. They are amazing, but often the video (often taken by scientists) is includes
the words “UFOs” or “aliens.” People are unaware of the existence of natural very large ball
lightning 10 meters to 2 kilometers wide. Perhaps most people don’t even know what ball
lightning is even in vague terms. The general conception scientists have had about ball lightning
is that they get no bigger than maybe a meter. At the end of his book, Bach shows a great
sequence of photos showing a huge ring chain of giant plasmoids around the cone of a volcano.
The picture shows the big ball lightning “turning on and off” or alternating between glowing and
dark states. I write about ball lightning and plasmoid states in general including atomic plasmoid
states in other articles.
I had wondered about crater and pit marks on other planets matching what ball lightning might
produce, and I think Steve Smith’s amazing videos and these articles by Goodspeed present
convincing evidence of the plasmoidal cause of these planetary and lunar features. What else
might explain the planetary anomalies? In the picture below of Mercury, there are a number of
typical markings of plasmoids: strings of pits, hills in the middle of craters, the big Cshaped
trench, and many faint grooves (trenches), and tandem pits. All of these are easily explainable as
caused by plasmoids and look much like microscopic plasmoid marks found on targets used by
Shoulders and the apparatus of Savvatimova, Matsumoto, and LeClair who paid a lot of attention
to microscopic investigation with their limited budget. But notice the great difference in size
scale: from 50 kilometers wide to the 50 or 5 micrometers wide scale typically photographed
with commonly available optical microscopes in our field. Micrometersized plasmoid marks (1
to 100 micrometers) are the size experimentalists usually report and photograph simply because
these are about the smallest sizes visible to the eye with good optical microscopes when
focused at 200 or 400X. 400X magnification is about the limit for commonly available good
optical microscopes. What about smaller femto or nanometer sized plasmoids and their
markings? I recently found a picture of two plasmoid chain pits with the pits less than a
femtometer in size, and that discussed later in this article.

Plasmoid Trenches

Figure 2: Crater on Mercury with anomalous trench. A number of faint, thinner shorter trenches
are also seen in the picture along with lines of pits (called plasmoid chains), tandem plasmoid
pits, mounds in the middle of craters (upper left corner), pits in the middle of craters (lower left
corner), a crater with a serrated edge (below the one with the Cshaped trench) and rough
hexagonal craters. It is an amazing photo with many of the same kinds of plasmoid markings
people that find on the surface of electrodes or targets associated with micro plasmoids.(2)
This picture shows a hexagonal crater on Mercury that is about 50 km in diameter with both a
plasmoid trench (the C mark) and a plasmoid string or chain mark inside (see the row of several
pits strung out near the bottom tip of the C). The trench inside the crater on Mercury looks to me
like a trench made by a plasmoid moving on the surface. Another way a trench is formed as
described by Goodspeed(3) is for a chain of plasmoids to hit a surface so close together that
they leave a continual trench. So it might be due to a closely packed chain of plasmoids that
contacted that site. A better closeup picture or inspection might allow people to understand
exactly how it was formed by plasmoids.
This picture is beautiful and shows a number of plasmoid features discussed by Smith in his
videos. There are other chains of pits, for example to the upper right of the hexagonal crater, the
small ridges or hills in the crater to the upper left, the serration of the sides of the roundish crater

about 20 km below the big one, and the pit (or is that a mound) in the middle of the crater at the
lower right hand corner. It isn’t only visually beautiful, but full of many kinds of plasmoid features
described and shown in this article on Mars, other bodies, and the parts of people’s experiments.
If you look closely, you’ll also see other fainter much thinner trenches. I often call faint or shallow
trenches “trails.” Trails are left by a ball lightninglike plasmoid object when they move across a
surface whether the ground on the earth or pieces of an experiment. I started seeing the first
pictures of trail marks in Matsumoto’s nuclear emulsions (pieces of film coated with with a gel
used to detect particle tracks), but I read about them before that in articles and books about ball
lightning. His nuclear emulsion photographs of plasmoid markings were so clear that it is easy to
distinguish rows of pits from a trench bored on the surface of the emulsions in the same way a
plasmoid would bore a tunnel into a piece of material. However, I can’t reproduce those
photographs of nice long surface trenches on the emulsions because I don’t have copyright
permission and it is held by Fusion Technology.

Figure 3: Trail marks left by micrometer size ring plasmoids perhaps similar to atmospheric
toroidal ball lightning or tornadoes on sheets of nuclear emulsion photographed by Matsumoto. I
received manuscripts with these pictures from him. This is one of several. For people who might
mock and write off these marks as due to “bubbles,” Matsumoto showed how one of these ring
objects hopped back and forth between two sheets of acrylite nuclear emulsion that were set in
parallel. The object left marks on both sheets as it moved back and forth between the sheets.
How would a bubble do that? This is an example of a plasmoid trail left by a plasmoid skimming
the surface. (7)
A chain of plasmoids such as a chain of ball lightning in the atmosphere or a chain of micro
plasmoids created via electrode electrical discharge will sometimes hit a surface in such a way
that the pits left by the plasmoid chain will leave a continuous trench. Atmospheric ball lightning
may also be cylindrical, and I imagine that a cylinder might leave a long and narrow trench if one
contacts a surface. Close examination can help determine whether a trench is left by an object
“boring” a trench as it moves on the surface or if it is due to a chain. Plasmoid chains or clusters
often come in geometrical shapes such as rings, quadrilateral shapes, hexagons, groups of
three forming triangles and etc. They also may form 3dimensional shapes such as cylinders
such as when ring plasmoids (Ken Shoulders often called these “necklaces”) stack together one

on top of another(8) as in some if not all tornado structures.
Both Mars and Mercury show a lot of trench marks. Conventional scientists who believe the QM
paradigm explain the trenches as ravines or canyons due to fluid flow or the remnants of “lava
tubes.” However, Smith and Goodspeed and many others point out the fact that the trenches go
against the lay of the topography, intersect each other and are associated with many other
anomalies explainable by plasmoid physics but not explainable in another way. Lava tubes also
follow the lay of the land. They don’t go up and then down ridges.

Figure 4: A short trench obviously caused by a chain of three plasmoids striking (or 1 plasmoid
striking three times?). You can also see faint smaller ring marks and even half ring marks.
Matsumoto showed some half ring marks too in early articles in Fusion Technology. From
Goodspeed’s article (3).

Figure 5: Again, this line of pits on Ganymede, a moon of Jupiter, is a trench that obviously was
made by a plasmoid chain. From Goodspeed’s article(3). About 13 plasmoids were in a close
chain, and it looks like two were attached to one end. This is highly interesting. Marc LeClair and
others such as Matsumoto showed rings connected together in a cluster. This might have been
a cluster of 14. The central pits are a common plasmoid feature that is seen in photos by
Shoulders below.
The picture above reminds me of a picture of three plasmoid chain markings with each pit less
than 1 nanometer in diameter. One chain had about 40 or so pits in a row, and the other two
have about 8 in a row. Those too were spaced close together like in the above picture. These
three chains of pits are next to a much bigger conical crater perhaps 7 nanometers wide that
was left by an argon cluster impact on a piece of silicon. The authors(9) said the crystal

structure of the silicon material played a part in forming the geometrical structure of the big
crater. This is the first evidence I’ve seen of plasmoids much smaller than a micrometer. I think
such extra small plasmoids are common, maybe much more common than bigger plasmoids,
but the scientists working on plasmoid and transmutation experiments don’t have access to
such good equipment to photograph plasmoid marks of this scale size.
There are a lot of similarities between those trenches and craters on planets and moons and
microcraters on transmutation experiments including LeClair(10, 11), Energetics, Iwamura,
Savvatimova, Matsumoto, Shoulders, etc. The serrated edge on the crater on Mercury
mentioned above looks like the serration in Bostick’s witness plates when the plasmoids in a ring
were close together or somehow touched the plastic witness plates in a pattern that left pits
close together.

Figure 6: One of the interesting, quite anomalous behavior of plasmoids is their ability to bore. In
the photo above by Savvatimova(12), there are plasmoid trenches along with numerous pits or
tunnels about 40 micrometers wide that were trenched by plasmoids on the surface of palladium
used in a glowdischarge experiment. If you look closely, you can see a lot of small marks of
plasmoid activity like those of the different types of plasmoid activity on Mars as shown in Figure
2.
Here are more of Savvatimova’s remarkable plasmoid trenches. The trench mark below is
remarkable for many reasons. It actually grew wider or decreased in size as the plasmoid was
moving. There are so cracklike or trenchlike markings to the right similar to what we find on
planets and moons. Notice that it seemed to make a short turn back without curvature.
Curvature of a turn implies inertia when we are thinking about conventional matter. But this kind

of sharp turn or abrupt stops are what make plasmoids in the atmosphere or plasmoid markings
stand out as being different, noticeable. We are not talking about conventional matter but a new
state of matter that wasn’t known until 1992 as far as I know. That is when I realized that atoms
might simply be structured as plasmoids and change state to an active ball lightninglike state or
states.

Figure 7: Savvatimova found this track on Ti foil after glow discharge. See how the trench widens
at the right side?(13) It is hard to tell if this was due to a single plasmoid that backtracked or two
plasmoids.
The groves in the uppermost part of the trench looks somewhat like a picture of a micrometer
size trench by LeClair(10) available on a page on his website. That trench also widens
suggesting that the plasmoid grew in size as it moved along. LeClair attributes the trench to a
new type of hydrogren and oxygen containing material produced by cavitation with highly
anomalous properties. I am not aware of the evidence he has of this new type of material since
he hasn’t publicly presented the information. I’m guessing that his markings are produced by
plasmoids also since they are so similar to these markings including hexagonal craters,
trenches, ring markings, and joined ring marks, and their effects such as transmutation,
transmutation matching the fermionic, bosonic atomic pattern we see in astrophysics, passage
through material without material effects, and boring tunnels and trenches in material is the
same as that of plasmoid phenomena. If he can show definite evidence that the objects have a
definite crystal structure (or even pictures of the crystals), I think that would advance our
understanding of materials in a plasmoid state.

Figure 8: By Savvatimova (12).This pattern of plasmoid marks is interesting. There are three pits
in a row similar to the strike pattern of three plasmoids on Mars as shown in a picture below at
the lower right left hand corner. That is more obviously a trench made by simple impact of a
chain of three plamoids. At the top right is a another kind of plasmoid trench that is about 50
micrometers wide. That looks like the C in the crater on Mercury and is perhaps made the same
way by the trenching action of a single plasmoid as it moved along. But what made the line of
pits in the middle? Maybe it is due to a single plasmoid moving along and boring a pit at periodic
intervals. How deep are these pits? Are they tunnels? Or perhaps the line is made by a chain of
plasmoids that left the string of craters. Better microscopic investigation of the detail of the
trench connecting the big pits might show that the trench is really a line of closely spaced small
pits. Notice how on the far left side of the line there is a row of four small pits and some
discontinuity like the three pits in the lower left hand corner? Closer inspection would be helpful
to clarify how this line was formed.
LeClair mentioned (10, 11) that he found a line of pits like this as if an object moved and the
surface and left a trail and periodically bored a pit. Like many of the others of Savvatimova and
the planetary pictures used here, there are a number of different interesting effects. Notice the
line of three pits in the lower left corner. That looks much like Figure 4. Notice that the plasmoids
were often in a cluster. The pits are not scattered randomly on the surface. Plasmoids have a lot
of order in terms of size and spacing.

Figure 9: This highly interesting picture was in Goodspeed’s article(3). It is highly reminiscent of
Figure 8. Like it, there is a trench that extends across the width of the picture, and on the trench
are at least two craters are visible. In this case, we see that the craters are shallow relative to
the depth of the trench. Could this be a planetary example of the same process as in Figure 8 by
Savvatimova? This is a picture of Saturn’s moon Dione taken by the Cassini probe.
On close inspection of this photograph, it seems to me possible that that the trench bisects the
two craters. This picture views the craters from the side, but it seems to me that the near side of
the two craters are rounded suggesting these are two complete craters bisected by the trench
similar to the way the craters in the metal of Figure 8 above are bisected by the narrow trench.

Figure 10: This experimental picture is blurry, but it shows a remarkably similar pattern of
trenches, cracks, and rows of pits as the picture next to it of Mars. By Savvatimova
Figure 11: Notice how the pits of some of the chains of pits on Avernus Colles are wide
apart and some are closer together, and some look like continuous channels.
A common process seems to be making all these markings of different sizes but similar
kinds and shapes whether on moons or atmosphereless planets, on electrodes with the
presence of fluid or the absence of any fluid, whether in discharge in the air or discharge in
a special chamber with especially selected gases or vacuum  whether with electrical
input or solely by chemical reaction as with Iwamura or by material fracture. Evidence of
plasmoids of various states are now being found everywhere we can look, and now people
even video plasmoids and put their videos up on Youtube where videos of brightly
luminous tornadoes and giant ball lightning around volcanoes can be watched.

Hexagonal, Polygonal Plasmoid Markings
Not all plasmoid marks are round. The few plasmoid marks published by Bostick were
mostly circular and so were most of Matsumoto’s. But notice in this picture of an electrode
of Matsumoto below that the big ring mark in the middle is actually more of a square? Ball
lightning comes in various shapes, but the most common shapes are spherical and
toroidal. I want to study more about why plasmoids take on polygonal forms or leave
polygonal craters or residues. But here is some information about plasmoid polygons.

Figure 12: Ring and pit markings on an electrode after discharge. This is a microscopic
picture of a platinum pin anode. The ring marks are clearly evident as is the pit or crater at
the upper right hand corner of this picture. These markings are very similar to the
markings shown previously by Nardi and Bostick of plasmoid markings(14) on witness
plates. The markings are less than 50 micrometers wide. Matsumoto preformed electric
discharging in ordinary and heavy water. The anode was a platinum pin and the cathode
was a copper plate (15).
Hexagonal or sided plasmoid markings are remarkable. There are some plasmoid ring
markings on nuclear emulsions with this same roughly hexagonal look as in craters on
planets in Matsumoto’s early Fusion Technology articles. And as explained below, he says
one ring ball lightning on an electrode was found to leave a hexagonal plate when it
disappeared. After hearing about LeClair’s hexagonal craters (he says about 80 percent of
the craters on the experiment with transmuted elements are hexagonal)(10,11) and seeing
these photos by Goodspeed and the planetary scarring videos by Smith in 2013, I am
learning that hexagonal craters and pits are common, and that pentagonal, square,
triangular, and other polygonal shapes are found too both in materials and in space. It is
said that on some moons, most craters are hexagonal.
I would like better understanding of what happens when a group of plasmoids form a
hexagonal pattern instead of a round one. Is it simply that 5 plasmoids would form a
pentagon and 6 plasmoids form a hexagon and a comparatively large number of
plasmoids close together in a ring would form a circle? For example, could large numbers
of plasmoids in a circle conform to a polygonal pattern such as a hexagon. I had known
that a cluster of three ball lightning might leave a marking of three pits in a triangular
pattern, but would they leave a triangular pit or crater? Perhaps this is the simple answer
to some polygonal craters found in Energetics Technology’s experiments and other
experiments.

Figure 13: David Nagel presented previously unpublished pictures of the Energetics
Technologies group taken by Tsirlin in Fig. 5 ad of his paper published this year in this
journal(16). The four photographs clearly show polygonal shaped voids.
I don’t know about the crystal structure of this material, so this is part of the reason I don’t
know how they formed. The pits are about 2 micrometers wide. In Matsumoto’s earliest
articles in Fusion Technology, he talked about the disappearance of entire grains of
palladium inside his electrode, and it was clear that grains of material of the electrode
disappeared. Some of the pits do look like these, even with the same inner coating of
transmuted products. Here, I don’t know if the sides of the craters follow the grain
boundaries, or whether these are simply polygonal plasmoid craters that don’t follow grain
boundaries.

Figure 14: Giant hexagonal crater on Jupiter’s moon Mimas. With an inner hump. From
Goodspeed (3). Notice the pentagonal crater above it.

Figure 15: Hexagonal crater on Mars. Goodspeed. (3)

Figure 16: Two twinned hexagonal craters on Mars. Notice that it sort of looks like the two
joined rings on LeClair’s “Fusion.html” page on his site. In that picture on his site, the right
ring has an inner spot like a crater or hump. Here, either both are smooth bottomed, or
maybe the left ring as a small hump off the center. From Goodspeed (3).

Figure 17: Huge hexagonal feature on Saturn’s pole. What is causing that? From
Goodspeed (3).
Plasmoids leave residues when the disappear (perhaps convert to current) or disrupt. Ball
lightning is known to do that. In the middle 1990s, Matsumoto wrote about ring plasmoids
he saw moving on the surface of an electrode: “Now，the problem is finding out what the
moving ring is. ln a recent experiment of … continuous discharge in water, a large number
of similar rings, but with the smaller diameter, were successfully observed, when tiny
sparks appeared on the surface of the electrode. The ring could leave the electrode and
could be driven by the electrical potential. The ring walked around on the surface of the
nuclear emulsion and finally decayed to a regular hexagonal plate.” (17) Matsumoto
put the nuclear emulsion detector away from the electrode and water. That he could
observe this happen and leave a hexagonal residue is remarkable. But why hexagonal?
Matsumoto wrote in that article that the plasmoids go to the lowest energy state to explain

the shape. The hexagonal pattern is an efficient one in nature.

Plasmoid Sloshing

Figure 18: This craters on Mars shows flowing or “sloshing” of material that solidified as
pointed out by the arrows. Goodspeed (3).
This section deals with plasmoid “sloshing.” Shoulders used this word to describe the
motion of material as if it were a liquid or even a superfluid at temperatures far below the
melting point of the material. How would that happen according to conventional QM
theory? He showed that that sloshing happened at low temperatures when materials were
in contact with plasmoids. This phenomena happens naturally in nature. In 1992 and
1993(1), I described how Benjamin Franklin investigated this effect he called “cold fusion.”
He meant that metal objects would fuse together as if they melted when struck by
lightning, but astoundingly, the flammable materials such as cloth that enclosed the
objects such as coins in a pocket were left unscorched. However, he wasn’t able to
replicate this effect experimentally. Now that I know that ball lightning can be videoed
leading the lightning stroke as in Warner’s video so that the fast moving ball lightning that
leads a bolt and the bolt of lightning are not the same thing, perhaps the various metal
objects were touched by a ball lightning that led the bolt and not by a continual current as
from the kind of Leyden Jars that Franklin used for his electrical experiments.
Shoulders and Matsumoto's experiments showed that atomic transmutations happen in
and around these plasmoids. Ken Shoulders performed elemental analysis of plasmoid
markings to show the presence of atoms not originally present in the experiment, and he
also showed pictures of the bore tunnels left by the plasmoids that passed through
materials with a very high melting point such as aluminum.

Figure 19: Typical single plasmoid borehole in aluminum oxide sheet. Seen from the top.
Melting point is 2,050 degrees Celsius, but the aluminum oxide is “sloshed” in a mound
around the hole. By Shoulders(18). There is a thin ring around the pit that looks like a thin
ring on LeClair’s Fusion.html page. (10,11) The exit hole of this tunnel was on the other
side of the sheet of foil. It looks much like the entry hole, but not exactly the same. When
pictures of plasmoid pits are blurry, it is hard to know whether a pit or tunnel is due to a
plasmoid emerging or entering land or material.
Figure 20: Seven tunnels created by boring plasmoids in aluminum oxide sheet. Scale is
400 micrometers. This means that the tunnels are about 30 micrometers wide. By
Shoulders(18).
Figures 21 and 22: Plasmoids pit with a sloshing of material “lip” on piece of pure
palladium foil loaded with deuterium by Shoulders. Scale is 1 micrometer. The sloshing
looks like that around the Martian crater above. The pit was chemically analyzed by Xray
analysis and shown to contain the elements shown in Figure 6. Places on the same foil
not impinged upon by a plasmoid show up as pure palladium. By Shoulders(18)

Figure 23: Marks on lead glass. Double and single plasmoid craters with the inner humps
and the low temperature sloshing. Size scale is 10 micrometers. (19) Notice the lack of
randomness to the markings.

Figure 24: The NRL group has published some pictures of craters too(16). However, this
author isn’t able to determine what caused these since there isn’t enough information
about how they were formed. But they do look like plasmoid marks. The first picture
reminds me of the lip on the one by Shoulders above, and the final donut mark reminds me
of one I found on Miley’s lexan plastic casing as shown below.

Figure 25: I took this picture in 1996 of the Lexan casing of Miley’s Ni on plastic
microsphere experiment #8. I then used image processing to define the edges in the
highlighted square. The microspheres were housed in a lexan casing, and I found a
number of plasmoid marks, particle tracks and interesting plasmoid features. Using clear
lexan or acrylite plastic is a way to put detector material in contact with the site of the
reactions. Notice the two long lines that crisscross. They look like trenches or lines of pits.
At the bottom is a a crater ring with a serrated edge, and the right crater at the bottom right
hand corner looks like it has a dome like the craters shown in the Domed Craters section.
The Lexan casings of that cell had an amazing number of plasmoid marks. I took
photographs that look very much like the dark picture that LeClair says is of particle tracks
(10,11). Perhaps Miley’s cell did produce a lot of particles too if that is so.

Domed Craters, Central Peaks, Inner Craters in Craters
.

\

Figure 26: Two pictures of inner craters in tandem craters on Mars. As Goodspeed points out, what
other than a plasmoid explanation will serve here? (3) If you look closely at these pictures, you’ll see
a number of other amazing features that look like they are due to plasmoids. What are the narrow
canyons, plasmoid trenches?

Figure 27: More craters with inner domes. This type of topography is often seen with
experimental discharge experiments. (3)

Figure 28: This photo by Savvatimova (13) showed sites of elemental transmutation,
perhaps a widening trench, the inner dome and the crater. The crater is about 50
micrometers wide. It could be that the plasmoid emitted small plasmoids that made the
trails (the tail).

Anomalous Tracks and Many Anomalies

Savvatimova described whole structures rising, sinking down, and moving around in her
samples. Matsumoto described seeing rings leaving his electrodes, and one left a
micrometer size hexagonal plate on his nuclear emulsion. Authors have talked about “heat
after death” phenomena and even their experimental materials continuing to emit
plasmoids (Urutskoev) or growing fibers of material (Dash) that kept transmuting when set
outside the experiment long after the experiment was over. If materials move like this
without any apparent cause, and they are not alive, what is the explanation? I think that the
explanation has to due with the fact that atoms have active states that physicists and
chemists know nothing about. Few researchers in the cold fusion field (maybe only me)
seem to understand what Shoulders called sloshing. So they keep trying to determine how
materials could melt conventionally when they see patches of apparent melting as above.
The concept of inertia is tied to the concept of mass (matter). But what makes ball
lightning in the atmosphere, UFOs, and these microplasmoids make sharpcornered
(without acceleration or deceleration) turns. Shoulders experimentally showed this too. I
knew about these phenomena in ball lightning and the anomalous material behavior of
material flow before reading anything by him by reading ball lightning literature and perhaps
from my personal experience with micro ball lightning when I was a kid. In 1992, I came to
understand that the best way to describe what is happening to material is that the atoms
change to a ball lightninglike plasmoid state. I’ve tried to explain this for decades including
how this state is associated with superconductivity. Shoulders’ experimental findings
substantiate what I’ve been describing verbally.
LeClair reported diamond production (10,11), and perhaps the massive diamond find at the
site of a meteor impact in Russia is due to the same phenomena. Maybe both are caused
by the plasmoids. What else can explain that? Ball lightning passage through material, the
anomalous sharp zigzag turns even found on trenches on planets, and the superfluidity
phenomena: what explanation other than plasmoids makes sense?

Figure 29: The Russian researchers found many marks like this this they called caterpillar
tracks or tire tracks. Is this track due to a plasmoid’s sharp turn or due to a plasmoid
perhaps being emitted? By Savvatimova (12).

Figure 30: These three pictures were by Savvatimova of possible ball lighting tracks on X
ray film outside (A, B) and inside the vacuum chamber after deuteron irradiation in glow

discharge. The first one looks like a plasmoid in a spiral, and the second and third ones
look like ones earlier produced by Matsumoto.

Figure 31: This fast photo wasn’t fast enough to catch the individual plasmoid. But Shoulders
points out the relevant points. He explains there was no deceleration of the object at the points
of the turns as evidenced by the lack of any brightening of the track. By Shoulders.

Figure 32: I chose this picture to close this because it is beautiful, and it also has the faint ring at
the center and a number of plasmoid features shown in the earlier photos both on other planets
and moons and on earth. By Goodspeed (3).

Many Kinds of Experiments Produce Similar Markings
I’ve seen anomalous tracks in the pictures from experiments of about 20 groups. Among the two
most recent pictures were in Iwamura’s 2012 ANS presentation and in LeClair’s (10,11) recently
published pictures. Though Iwamura’s and LeClair’s experiments were very different in that one
didn’t even include electricity except from the chemical reactions and one was accomplished by
cavitation, the markings look like those of other plasmoids in other experiments.
In his November 2012 ANS meeting lecture(22), Iwamura shows how synchrotron radiation
Xrays were used to determine the location of Pr on one sample. The pictures are high quality,
so both the color and grain structure can be seen. There are many pits and grooves all over the
sample and shallow craters in clusters or lines on the spot where most of the Pr was located.
The pits and grooves look like those on other experiments, and there is a characteristic of

clustering of the markings as plasmoids generally do. These “irregularities” on the surface
probably were not on the sample before the permeation happened. It is assumed that Iwamura’s
samples didn’t contain these dark pits and craters before the experiment was run. These
happened as part of the transmutation reaction. The markings look like plasmoid markings.
He used a 50 micrometer wide beam to determine that the Pr signal was mainly from a
particular grain of that sample. In particular, the one grain with the highest Pr signal, the one to
the left of the big grainshaped dark grain or pit has a series of shallow pits that seem to be
connected in a line. The image is a little blurry, but you can see a group or line of about 8
ovalshaped pits on the left side of the grain and about 5 connected shallow pits on the right side
of the grain.
Clearer and darker groves are in the top, middle part of the picture. You can see a marking like
an upside down Y or a Mitsubishi star shape that is about 100 micrometers long. To the bottom
left of it are markings that look like a crisscross of two grooves with an extra groove. The cross
marking is similar to the Tshaped marking below.

Figure 33: Plasmoid scratches form the shape of a T. The scale in the first photo is 50
micrometers. This is a piece of titanium foil that was used as a cathode. By Savvatimova (13).
Figure 34: To determine the chemical composition of the grooves, EDS chemical analysis was
done at the various spots shown by the numbers. The scale in the right photo is 5
micrometers(13).
Savvatimova’s Tshape marking shows how the plasmoids scoured the surface over a several
hundred micrometer area. A plasmoid left a shallow groove and also a much deeper groove at
the top of the T. This might be an example of plasmoid state changing from darker to lighter
states similar to the way the Tom Warner’s videos of lightning discussed above show that the
same fast moving ball lightning plasmoid would left both faint trails and bright trials.

The cross marking in Iwamura’s sample covers about 50 micrometers. There are clear groups
of pits and grooves in the bottom left hand corner under the white 100 um scale, and it seems
that under the black boxes (at the bottom center region) there are places where the faint pits are
arranged in circles like typical plasmoid ring marks.
Iwamura has never discussed these markings as far as this author is aware. If pits and grooves
like these that do look like plasmoid markings are on all the samples that were positive for
transmutation, then this is clear evidence that plasmoid formation is necessary for transmutation
at chemical energy levels. If he or others can find clearer evidence of pits or craters in lines or
rings than I could find in that picture, that would be quite clear evidence that plasmoids as
described by K. Shoulders or myself are involved in the transmutation since plasmoids tend to
form rings and lines (chains). However, I can see enough geometrical positionings in that
sample that help me believe that those really are plasmoid marks. Nowadays, the good
spacecraft pictures of planets and moons of other planets are widely available and help us find
rings and rows of craters. Lines of craters on Mars are showed in a new video by Steven Smith.
Miley and Kim say that “heat after death” anomalies are caused by the continued existence of the
BEC state. What I have been trying to point out to researchers is that standard ideas of BEC or
even the standard model of the nuclear atom itself is too limited. Only plasmoids explain the
tracks, the vortex markings, the many other anomalies? In earlier articles, I’ve described in detail
anomalous and bright tornadoes, and tracks that look like tornado tracks are also found in
experiments. Only a BLtype object with highly anomalous properties can explain the strange
track marks that have been found in various experiments for 22 years. Otherwise, why would the
plasmoids leave the active patches in samples in petri dishes to make the strange tracks on
Urutskoev’s nuclear emulsions 24 hours later? LeClair points out that his transmutation results in
the experiment had relative abundance ratios similar to astrophysics. Miley’s experiments and
Iwamura also shows the stepwise fermionic, bosonic relative atomic abundances as in
astrophysics.
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Note to planetary plasmoid, ball lightning, and micro plasmoid researchers: Research on

plasmoids somehow got separated into distinct groups. A large group interested in space are
interested in large scale planetary plasmoids or galactic plasmoid structures. These include the
plasma universe cosmologists such as Lerner and Peratt. Others study atmospheric ball
lightning plasmoids. They’ve had international conferences in the past, and there still is an annual
one held in Russia combining both ball lightning and transmutation researchers. And some like
me study micro plasmoids in experiments though I'm also interested in tornadoes and ball
lightning. It would be great if the various groups would meet together and learn from each other.
I'd like to get more pictures of all these phenomena and permission to use the pictures for my
articles. It would also be good if conferences could be handled democratically about who gets
time to lecture and if they could be more of a discussion forum. That should help to advance
knowledge and make these meetings funner.

